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A Radio Play for Kids and Their Parents – by Roland Zoss

«Jimmy-Flitz

A Trip to the Swiss Alps»

Jimmy Flitz – A Trip to the Swiss Alps is an imaginary story in many different Swiss
dialects. Collected on 3 CDs is a mythical tale in 18 chapters and songs, featuring some of
the most famous Swiss dialect singers and comedians like Büne Huber, Corin Curschellas,
Marco Rima, Hanery Amman, Christine Lauterburg, Roland Zoss and others.
Swiss people often don’t remember that they are descendants of an unruly
and somewhat stubborn alpine tribe in the heart of Europe. They tend to
forget that the soil they live on used to be an ancient site of power where
wild animals roamed freely. The impressive snow-white mountains still
dominate Switzerland to this day.
The wild animals and mythical creatures in this fast-paced story receive
their voices from actors speaking their native Swiss dialects. Along the way
we meet a cool raven and a queer dwarf (Marco Rima) as well as a famous
crocodile-locomotive (Hanery Amman). On the pilgrimage to the mysterious menhirs (holy
stones) and sacred lakes, the mouse Jimmy Flitz, and a tiger meet a bear-wolf (Thomas Bär),
a vulture (Büne Huber), and a dragon (Roberto Bargellini). On foot, by air, train or ballon
they travel over high mountain passes and through impressive gorges, visiting times long
past when mythical creatures reigned.
Swiss songwriter and novelist Roland Zoss has not invented new stories, but has created a
modern interpretation of old Swiss legends and folk tales for kids from age 4. His songs are
sparkling musical „nuggets“ which will please the parents, too. After „Xenegugeli“,
„Slumberland“, „Güschi“ and other albums, the famous Swiss singer and songwriter has
again accomplished a masterpiece with this lovely new story of the mouse Jimmy-Flitz. It is
tale of rare beauty and a fine piece of art for everyone!

Singers and speakers
Corin Curschellas (FLY), Dajana Wetzel (MOUSE), Christine Lauterburg (Vreneli
from Guggisberg), Büne Huber (VULTURE), Hanery Amman (CROCODILELOKOMOTIVE), Thomas Bär (BEAR-WULF), Marco Rima (WILD BOAR),
Roberto Bargellini (DRAGON), Lea Zoss (LYNX); Saul de Angelis (EL
MEXICANO) und Roland Zoss (STORY-TELLER) Musicians: Marc Rossier,
Fabian Kuratli, Wolfgang Zwiauer (folk-rock) Res Schmid & Gebrüder Marti (Swiss
folklore); Urs Wiesendanger; Stefan W. Müller Illustrator: Viviane Dommann
Set in the most magnificent places of Switzerland, it is a story of strange
beauty. Tino Kind, Swiss Tourism
Trilogy Release Dates:
CD 1: September 2007
ISBN 3-03739-032-8
CD 2: March 3, 2008
ISBN 3-03739-033-6
CD 3: September 10, 2008 ISBN 3-03739-034-4
www.jimmyflitz.ch
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